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PREFACE. 

This discussion is not intended for a study of 

Greek art for art's sake. neither is it. in any sense. a 

contribution to the history of art. My research has not 

extended beyond the known and discovered in the fields of 

art and history. As the title suggests, this dissertation 

deals with the interpretative phase of the various forms of 

art with special reference to the light that it may throw 

upon the history of the period in question. In order to 

accomplish my purposes it has seemed best, at times, to dis

cuss some particular .artist, ot work of art from the stand

point of the artistic qualities alone, but I have done so 

only because, in many instances, the inherent qualities of 

the life of a particular 'center is voiced best in the lan

guage of its artists. 

In this work, I have not been concerned so much 

with the trivial events and facts of art in history, as I 

have desired to interpret in a broader sense the political 

and social condition of the age through the medium of its 

sculpture and its monuments. Art was always significant 

of the culture of races and ~eoples, but never more so than 

in the Hellenistic age. Every old and new center recorded 
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unconsciously its deeds and thoughts in stone, or metal, 

and they survive, in part. to tell us the story. 

For the direction and compilation of this work 

I am indebted to Dr. A. T. Olmstead. To him I owe also 

my gratitude for the use of several valuable books. 
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CHAPTER I 

The Pre-Alexandrian Age. 

The form of anoient art that was in olosest touoh 

with life, and expressed most oompletely the trend of human 

thought and emotion, was that of soulpture. It is possible 

to disoover from the oontributions of various looal art cen

ters the tendenCies of the political, sooial, industrial, and 

intellectual aspects of the age, provided that enough remains 

intaot for study. It is true that only a very small part o~ 

Greek artistic aotivity, in any form, has come down to us. 

But from even the few extant remains that are now available, 

we are able to traoe out a representative form f~ almost 

every wave of paSSion, almost every victory and defeat, and 

for every change of private oulture or sooial organization. 

In a disoussion of the interpretative phases of history, this 

type of art, therefore, olaims my first attention. 

For a olearer understanding of the integral ele

ments of the art of the Hellenistio age, it will be neoes

sary to review the tendenoies of the period just before the 

oonquests of Alexander the Great. Certain marked features in 

various art forms of this period exist to distinguish fourth 

century Greek art from thBt of the fifth oentury, for in

stanoe, the greater prominence of the individual, and the 
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1 
personal element in both the patron and the artist. And 

private dedication takes a more important place. because of ,I 
the lack of state funds, ~nd the decline in political health 

" and vigor. Men preferred to live for:-:themselves rather than 

for the state. The sculptors seemed to assert their indivi-
'f 

duality more strongly than in any previous age. 

As individuality characterized the bent of the pa

tron and the artist, so it constituted the chief element of 

expression in the subject. When a statue was made of a par

ticular person, care was taken to represent the peculiar per- . 

" sonal characteristicts of that individual with realistic exact-

ness, even to the details of physical features, arrangement of 
:3 

the hair and of the Karments. . The same tendency is observed 

in the statues of the gods, but in a lesser degree. The art

ists seemed rather to realize the gods as individuals of like 

passions with human beings. They attempted to portray their 

varying moods and phases of character or emotion, a motive 

and procedure which was altogether different from that of the 

preceding century. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

Mahaffy, J.P., Greek Life and ThouKht. pp.145-150. 
pictures very clearly the gradual aevelopment of in
dividualism in the theory o~ the philosophers and in 
the practice of every day living. 

Gardner, E.A., Handbook of Greek Sculpture, p. 351. 
" . 

Furtwangler, A., Masterpieces of Greek Sculpture, pl.XI)) 
illustrates the treatment of the hair by Polyclitus as 
compared with the same feature which is portrayed by 
Praxiteles, pl. XVI • . 



The most noticeable change may be seen in the treat

ment of the eye. The socket is deeper, and both the eyeball 

and the ope~ing are modified so that the eyes are heavily 

shaded, and thus their whole expressionohanged. Thus more 

emotion is shown, and the forms represent not only the nat

ural human types, in statue and modelling, but also they re

present the thought, the life, and the 'llhole soul of man. 4 

The pose of the various figures is also significant 

of the realistic tendencies. in art, and likewise of the life 

of the times. The Pheidian conception, which E. A. Gardner 
· 5 expresses in terms of a "permanent and immutable character" 

of the deity, gives place to the less spiritual manifesta

tions of the artists of the fourth century, which critics 

are pleased to define as naturalistic. The statues themselves 

are the best evidences of this statement. It may be observed 

that very few figures stand upright and alone. On the contra

ry, they lean or stand in a leisure-like way against some 

support. The significance of this will be discussed more 

fully in the next chapter. For the present, the museum copies 

of The Satyr and of The Hermes, by Praxiteles. are sufficient 

illustrations • . 

4. Gardner, E.A., Six Greek Sculpturs. pl. LIll ; pl. LVII. 

5. The art of Pheidias is not devoid of emotion but it was 
impersonal. The ideals of the fifth century took no 
cogn~ance of the life of the individual as such. The 
best'was sought and given to the gods. and to the state. 
The portrait of Pericles it will be remembered was 
ideaJ!u-a. ,,' . !O 



Another marked phase of this tendency toward real~ 

ism is shown in the attempt to sculpture children. 6 This 

theme, which is the delight of the modern mind, and which 

gradually comes into its own in the next century, had hard

lybeen known in art before this time, a fact which is indio

ative of the more severe truth that ohildren, as suoh, had 

not been thought of in the light of their own peculiar 

charms and physioal beauty.7 A child was, in other words, 

an older person in smaller proportion. Again we may oite 

the child Dionysus which is held by the Hermean figure re

ferred to above. 

Fourth century art is represented best by the 

works of Praxiteles, Scopas, and Lysippus, each of whom not 

only excelled in his line, but also expressed the actual 

tendencies of the age in which he lived. The degree to 

whioh they unconsoiously delved in the realm of historical 

data might furnish the thesis for a more lengthy discussion 

than can be ~iven here. 8 However, eaoh of them will be 

discussed briefly, with the hope of enlisting the mind of 

the reader in a further study of the oomparative values of 

the entire contribution of each artist with a oonsequent 

enlightenment on the developmental aspects of Greek life • 

6. 

7. 

8. 

• 
Gardner, Handbook. p. 442, refers us to three statues 
of ohildren by Boethus, one of the infant Asolepius, 
another of a seated boy, and still another of the Boy 
and Goose. 

Gardner, Journal of Hellenio Studies, VI, PL. A. 

" Furtwangler, pp. 295-391, is exoellent. See also 
Gardner, Soulptors. pp. 140-234. 
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Praxiteles belonged to the Attio sohool, and it 

was in his art that the Athenian spirit and traditions 

reached their true culmination. His statues have been 

judged to suggest a soft and luxurious beauty, almost ef

feminate in charaoter and lacking in physical and mental 

vigor. 9 Doubtless this conclusion is drawn from a study 

of copies, which were made later when the thought of the 

time oould incorporate only the most sentimental apprecia

tion of art and therefore could not do justice to the ori-

ginals. The work of a master is always such that it can 

never be reproduoed successfully by other hands, however 

skillful. Yet Praxiteles, because of the popularity of 

his work~was imitated more frequently than any other ar

tist; and what is ~e of all such attempts throughout the 

art of all ages is perceptibly evident here in the unoon

scious exaggeration of the less admirable qualities of his 

figures. True Hellenic character which was expressed 

everywhere in terms of beauty and Simplicity, but which 

found its most perfect rendition in the moderation, the 

equipoise, and the refinement of Praxiteles)commands the 

admiration of the modern mind, but it requires as well an 

active imagination and an acquaintance with the conditions 

of the times. For this reason his works are of speoial 
10 

value in the interpretation of the thought of his day. 

9. POl~D1U~~V. 90, 8.,stat •• that the Hellenes differ 
from other men mainly in the respect that they keep '0 
what is due in each case,~ 1.,e,J"hothing in excess" 
oharaoterises their life. 

10. Gardner, Sculptors. p •. I411! 
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Fortunately for us, there remains one extant 

statue from the master's own hand. Upon a study of this 

ftrm we shall base our first conclusions as to the more 

subtle phases of the pre-Hellenistic traits of character. 

Hermes, holding the young Dionysus on his left arm, and 

presumably dangling a bunch of grapes in his own uplifted 

right hand, is typically representative of the humanized 

form of a god, physically perfe.ct, with a dreamy far-away 

expression, .and seemingly idle activity. Pausanius at

tempts to describe this statue, b~t in my estimation he 

fails to give it the consideration due to a work that fs so 

wonderful. ll For, ~ot only has Praxitelea shown his deft ~ 

skill in chiselling a form perfect in all its physioal pro

portions, but his vision of beauty thus represented, typi

fies the visions of the people oJ.' his age. Beauty was a 

matter of sentiment and spiritual refenement, and the pre

ocoupation of the "age was philosophical oontemplation. It 

was impossible for the Athenians to oonoeive of the highest 

beauty untinged by reverie and " sentiment. It is in the 

Hermes then, that the artist revealed the spirit of Athens 

as transfigured by Soorates and P1ato. 12 

11. Paus •• _:v, .15, 11. 

12. Mahaffy, Alexander's Empire, pp. 96-97; 107-109; 
Powers, Message, p. 222. 
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It must be obs erved that the child is a subor

dinated accessory to the statue, It illustrates also the 
13 crude beginning of child sculpture. Beyond this thow-;ht, 

it is to play no part in our estimation of the master's 

work. The artist has not attempted to express real life, 

therefore no intere ~t should be taken in the action or the 

relation of the figures. 14· It is then a statue of Hermes 

that we consider here. the work of Praxiteles and the inter

pretation of the transitional activities of Greek thought. 

In estimating the art of Praxiteles it would not 

be well to omit a brief criticism of what is ~enerally 

termed his masterpiece. The Aphrodite of Cnidus has been 

well described to us as the most beautiful of all statues. 

It has been reproduce :' on the coins of Cnidus, 15 whioh 

have guided us to a study of later copies. The presenta

tion of the subject through them is such that I would ·not 

attempt to disagree with any critic as to the perfect 

rendition of form, even to the rendition of flesh texture, 

which was altogether a new touch in the accomplishment of 

art. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

The artist shows ag&in, his personal individuality 

See note 6. p. 21. 

" Furtwangler, Masterpieces, p. 338, in his consider-
ation of the Hermes does not even mention the ohild. 

Gardner, Peroy, Types of Greek Coins, pl. XV, Nos.lO,2l; 
Paus.i,I. 3,Aphrodite of Cnldus was ohosen to adorn 
the sanctuary of Aphrodite which was erected in cele
bration of the naval victory 394 B.C. 
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in his conoeption of the goddess.16 "He makes her slightly 

o9nooiouo of ,her nudIty, also of her beautY,and ex~rA9aAa it 
, 

1n every line of faoe and figure. He gives her a pose that 

suggests Rraoe and ease, yet not relaxation from the oon
ventions,even of humankind. The Aphrodite was divine. She 

was a~so human in the sense that she personified a human 

passio~. It was the relation of th~ " two, the embodiment of 

the one in the other, that the master sought to portray. In 

his mind the deity of Love lost no part of her saored na

ture. Rather, the ideal of woman, the beauty of physical 

perfeotion in the form of woman, was lifted that it might 

assooiate with the divine, yet olaim reoognition. It is 

from this assimilation of ideas, that we may oatoh the 
. , 

ohange from the sentiment of the preceding century to the 

one we ar~ now disoussing. Nudity of female fi~res was 

not" represented by the earlier artists, but we have only to 

remember, that sublimity, loftiness, rhythm, poetry, and or-

t t " 17 namen a ion were the synonyms of the thought of that period. 

No study" of the beauty of physical forms had been made. 

That it was made in the fourth century, and expressed in ~ 

nuae statuary is not conolusive. however, that the ideals 

prompting suoh an expression~';~re laoking in spiritual de-
18 

ve1opment • 

. , 
" ~twangl.~. Masterpieoes, XVII; 

pl. XLV. 

17. Ibid •• pl. II. 

Gardner. Soulptors, 

18. Miohaelis, A., JeReS., VIII, pp. 324-355. 
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However, from a study of the many forms of art, 
If 

inoluding oontemporary literature, one might be led to be-

lieve that the tendenoies of the age oontained the germs of 
\' a possible moral deo~ine. Indeed, without the testimony of 

any forthcoming historioaldata, we should expeot a disin

tegration of the social regulation in sequence of the break

ing away from time-old oonventions. The transition itself 

meant oonfusion and unoertainty, with an i~olination toward 

the reading of human propensities into the deities they so 

fondly worshipped. The ideals of any age are the subjeot 

matter of art, but in the t "erms of a reoent oritio we are ad

monished,"that the artist is not a news~aper reporter con

demned to oolleot the misoellany of life and put it into 

marble. He is the interpreter rather, of the ideals of the 

age in which he lives." The ideals of the fourth century, 

he states elsewhere in his work,19 concerned very largely 

the matter of ~hysical ~erfection, and Praxiteles, like every 

true artist, had no other thought than to express beauty as 

he saw it. He was a child of the times and in sympathy 

with its ideals. 

The work of Soopas20 is less known to us than 

that of Praxiteles, but it may be oonsidered even more 

19. Powers, H.H.)Message of Greek Art, p. 222. 



influential upon the age that follmwed. His ideals were of 

a different type from those of Praxiteles in that it was more 

dramatio in action. A dee~er pathos is expressed in the eye, 

an expression that was entirely a new theme in art. We 

shall see to what extent this fea ture was em~hasized in Hel-

lenistic sculpture. 

The skill of Soopas may be trace<i on the temple of 

Athena Alea at Tegea, on the Mausoleum of Halicarnassus, 

and on the temple of Artemis at Ephesus. He has been given 

the oredit in historical reoords for having built entirely 

the temple at Tegea, and providing it with sculpture after 

its destruction by fire in 395 B.C. 21 Pausanias tells us 

that this structure excelled all others in the Peloponnese, 

both in size and in beauty of construction and ornament. He 

tells us) further, that the pedimental group in the front of 

the tempie represented the hunt of the Calydonian boar, and 

in the pediment at the baok was the battle of Telephus 

" against Achilles in the plain of the Caious. In addition 

to ~hese he made a statue of Athena and plaoed it within 

the temule, a statue of Asolepius, and Hygieia, and plaoed 

them on either side. 22 We need not be oonoerned with the 

theme of this soulpture, exoept to know that Telephus and 

his followers fought against the Greeks who landed near 

Pergamon on their way to Troy,23 and that the romance lent 

21. Gardner, Soulptors, p. 178. 

22. ~ . .. aus. Til1" 45. l4. 

23. Gardner, Soulptors, p. 181. 
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itself very favorably to the hand of Scopas, as a few ex-

tant remains prove. 

Fragments of several heads purporting to be parts 

of the sculpture on the temple at Tegea have been found by 

excavators. 24 All of them are marked by an intensity of ex

pression which characterized Soopas' works. The means by 

which this expression is attained are the direction of the 

gaze and the deep overshadowing of the eye. These, the 

sculptor ohooses to use with massive physical types which 

add strength to passion, the ideal of the Argive school, and 

in general the ideal of all southern Greeoe. 25 

The frieze on the Mausoleum which represents the 

battle between the Greeks and the Amazons is indicative also 

of the touch of Soopas. The theme and the touch both illus

trate the aggressiveness of Greek culture in Asia Minor. 

The vivacity and the dramatic power of the struggle is but 

another example of his attempt to portray the spirit of the 

times. Scopas did not work alone on this temple but it is 

almost oertain that he dominated the sculptural trend of its 
26 types. 

24. Farnell, L., J.H.S., VII, pp.114-l24, reoords the find
ing of three fragments at Piala which belong to the 
temple of Athena Alea, I, the helmed head of a youth
ful warrior, 2, youthful hero, 3, the head of a boar, 
and fragments of limbs. 

25. Farnell, 1. 0., thinks that there is no a priori reason 
for supposing that this style had any peculiar affinity 
with the Peloponnesian. 

26. Pliny, xxxvi, 30. 
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The temple of Artemis containe.d the sculptured 

base of a column, which has also been attributed to Scopas. 
27 One figure • that. of Hermes, is to be commended for its 

most perfect grace of form and pose, also the gentle, lofty, 

soulful emotion which is expressed in the upraised head and 

eyes. After viewing the illustrations of this work, we 

are in no doubt as to the sentiment of the times, and the 

ability of the artist to represent it in marble. 28 More 

significant still is the fact that what Athens failed to 

accomplish in the artistic expression of her ideals in the 

fifth century, was now being achieved by Soopas in the art 

of Asia Minor. 

The monuments which we have discussed as bearin!! 

the work of Scopastake a very high rank in the series of 

architeotural monuments of the fourth oentury, and mark as 

does the work of Scopas, the intermediate stage of develop

ment between the monuments of Athens and those of Pergamon. 

They also reveal the cosmopolitan spirit of Athens which 

prevailed after the conquests of Alexander. In the dis

cussions of the monuments of the Hellenistic age, we shall 

reoognize the influence of Scopas in the aocentuated types 

which represent the ideals and the life of that period. 

27. 

28. 

Jex-Blake and Sellers, Pliny, p. 223; Farnell, J.H.S., 
pp. 116-117. 

&if" "~s.! 
Powers, OPe p. 236; Gardner, Handbook, p. 420. 

A 
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More than any other artist, Lysippus is spoken 

of by later Greeks and Romans as representative of his age, 

and as one who exercised a strong and direct technical in-

fluence over his successors. 29 He was the last of the great 

masters who lived in Greece and carried to their full de

velopment the tendencies and traditions of the Hellenic 

school. He is described by Pliny as the artist who imi-

tated nature rather than imitating the work of some other 
• artist. ~Vhat Pliny has said is true, but Lysippus was an 

im~ressionist rather than a naturalist. 30 He introduced 

the principle of making men as they appeared to be rather 

than what they were. His improvement in the treatment of 

the hai~ is an example of both his clearness. and his deli

cacy of work, also of this impressionistic tendency. The 

bold and heaVy masses, often standing ouY from the head, and 

giving a shadow to portions of the face, which we find so 

frequently in Hellenistic art, are doubtless due to the in-

fluence of Lysippus and his innovations. The small head, 

the slender build of his bodies, suggestin~ lithe, active. 
'31 graceful movement. is also Lysippian.' 

29. 

30. 

31. 

Pliny, xxxiv, 62. 65. 

Ibid. ,1:XX, i1. 

Gardner. Sculptors p. 214.; Furtwangler. 
)~sterpieces, p. 3~4, thinks that Lysippus externalized 
Soopas. and that in the art of Lysippus lay the be
ginning of the pathetic style which spread to such an 
extent in Helleniatic times. 
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The testimony of ancient writers indicate that 

Lysippus contributed many statues of gods and athletes. 

Unfortunately, there remains not one of his original works 

to tell us for certain of his sculptural capabilities. 

The Apoxyomenus, a statue of an athlete who is employed in 

cleaning the oil and sand of~, the palaestra from his extended 

right arm has, until recently, been considered a copy of his 

work. But the proportions and general characteristics, 

such as the heavy, bulky body, and the vague expression of 

the eyes, coincide with those of the Hellenistic age rather 

than with the types of Lysippus. This has been more strongly 

indicated by a comparison of the Apoxyomenus with a statue of 

Agias, which was discovered by the French excavators at Delphi. 

The later critics believe that the Agias is the only direct 

copy of his work. 32 As evidence that it was a copy, they 

offer the history of a series of bronze statues, bearing in-

scriptions, which had been set up in Thessaly. In these 

insoriptions, the name of Lysippus is given as the soulptor 

of the figure of the Agias, whioh erases almost all doubt 

that the marble oopy at Delphi was made by one of his pupils, 

and thus bore the essential oharaoteristios of the Lys1ppian 

style. 33 In the Agias, we are impressed with very new and 

32. Gardner, Handbook.~S~~ n.53a; Gardner,Sculptors.p.220. 

" 33. Furtwangler, p. 364, n. 2. 
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significant features, such as the remarkable poise, the 

strong stir of life in head and limbs, the keen and fixed 

gaze of the eyes. Not only do these suggest alertness 

and stability but the light, quick movement and the in

telligen-;, purposive. action of contest. 

In addition to the artistic oapabilities of Ly-

sippus, he had the power of expressing character. It is 

not known that the exuression of the face was a thing in 

which he excelled. but statements from ancient authorities 

about the portrait of Alexander testify rather conclusively 

to such a power; and among all the sculptors of his time. 

Lysippus was the only one. we are told by Pliny. who made 

a portrait of Alexander that exactly pleased the great hero. 

Unfortunately again. we have no copy of this great work. 

However. several sculptured heads. purporting to be repli-

cas of the Lysippian original, exist. The one that ap- . 

proaches most nearly the head of the Agias is the copy from 
34 -

Alexandria which is now in the British Museum. The direct-

ness and the Simplicity, the smooth brow, the hair and the 

general contour of the face resemble very much the types 

described in his portrait on cOins. 55 Altogether the 

34. Gardner, Sculptors. p1. --.;LXIX. 

35. Gardner, Coins, pl. XII,16. 
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features suggest power of will combined with a passionate 

sensibility, which is attributed by ancient writers to the 

portrait by Lysippus. A closer inspection of the face 

gives us a hint of sensuality about the modelling of the 

mouth. The slight twist of the neck suggests weakness 

of nature, but the leonine brow is indicative of great 

championship and ability to conquer. A keen intelligence 

looks out from the entire face, and on the whole this por

trait justifies our concluding that it might have been very 

like the one preferred by the great emperor.' 

We are told that Lysippus represented the Macedon

ian king in combat with a lion, Craterus coming to his aid. 

The reliefs on a marble sarcophagus of a king of Sidon, ex

hibiting a combat between Macedonians and Persians on horse

back and on foot, are accepted as illustrations of the ori

ginal. A mounted figure in the group wearing a Macedonian 
36 headdress is recognized as a portrait· of Alexander. He 

... 
made also a statue of the sun god Helius driving a four horse 

'57 
chariot, which was set up at Rhodes.' Ly~ippus oame to be 

acknowledged as the master of the Silyonian school, whio~with 

the school of Argos, became for more than a century the best 

organized one in Greece. It contributed more than any 

other to the advanoe of the formal study of art, and the 

oontinuity of artistio tradition. 

36. Gardner, Soulptors, pl. LXX, pl. LXXI. 

37. Ibid. The Sun-god Rhodes is assigned to Chare~a 
pu~il of Lysippus. 
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CHAPTER II 

The Hellenistio Age 320-100 B.C. 

From the disoussion of the artistio tendenoies of 

the fourth oentury we may antioipate the ohanges in the poli-

tioal and sooia1 oonditions of the Hel1enistio age. Histor-

ians and art oritios have very properly oalled this the age of 

diffusion. Already Hellenism was being spread by the ohief 

sou1ptors, who were working for the foreign prinoes in Asia 

Minor, Caria, Lyoia, and even as far east as Sidon. l We 

have observed how the intrioate mesh of the life of the times 

furnished the design for every great model. Masters like 

Praxiteles and Soopas had paved the way ,for the measures to 

be effeoted by Alexander's oampaigns and we have seen how 

Lysippus rendered the oharaoter of Alexander in portraiture 

with an insight and skill that was to influenoe the soulp

tured types of all Hellenistio art. 

In the aotual matter of a superimposed oulture, it 

is a question worthy of investigation as to how far the Greeks 

were able to oontrol the oivi1ization of the East. To 

1. Gardner, Handbook, p.427, oalls attention to the well pre
served saroophagi in the Museum at Constantinople, and' oom
pares them with the Lyoian Sarcophagus which also show the 
far-reaohing influenoe of the'Attic school, as early as 
the fifth oentury. 
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understand the extent to which the traditions of the Greek 

civilization were modified by coming into contaot with those 

of Asia, is of no less importance to us. The kings who were 

to preside over this process of amalgamation were Greek to 

all intents and purposes, but Bevan, in disoussing the affairs 

of the House of Seleucus,2 points out that the Hellenic power 

in the new world had hardly come up to the forecast of Isoc

rates, and that) after all, the Hellenio civilization ended'in 

monarohy. But he adds, that on the whole the Greeks had pro-

fited enormously by the Macedonian conquest, and if the rule 

under which they had passed was not less autocratic than the 

Persian, it was far more sympathetic. In the more specifio 

changes, he calls attention to the fact that the first great 

benefit noticeable under the Macedonian rule, was the ready 

use of their riches for the good of cities and for the em

bellishment of shrines, as well as for the furthering of pub-

lic works. In addition to this, they were able, by virtue 

of their authority, to arbitrate sucoessfully between cities 

of their own dominions, and to proteot these oities from the 

barbarians. The greatest achievement whioh they were able to 

bring about, however, was the union of the Greek spirit of 

freedom with oivilization. 

2. Bevan, E.R., The House of Seleuous, It pp. 3, 124, give. 
a clearer statement of this subjeot, but Mahaffy, J.P., 
Alexander's Empire, p.22l, considers. that after all Greek 
was in the new Hellenistio centers, an artifioial plant 
universally cultivated for purposes of trade and inter
course only. 
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In general, this seems to me a very plausible diag

nosis of the situation. In every line of search so far, we 

have encoun~ered social and political units in this new civi

lization that were distinctively Greek in their construction, 

but tinged with eastern externals. For instance, the city

state, the Hellenic character with its peculiar type of . 
rationalism, the well-regulated power of imagination, and 

the insistent freedom of thought cannot be mistaken for any-

thing that may be called eastern. On the other hand, we 

have had to recognize those units that were Greek in effect 

only. To illustrate further, we have but to recall that the 

custom of rendering divine honors to eminent men during their 

lifetime, was Persian in ori~in, but one that was adopted by 
3 

both Alexander and his successors. The Alexandrian coins 

bear unquestioned testimony to this fact; for it is known 

that before the reign of the great conqueror, no king, however 

great, deigned to place his portrait on his coins. After his 

death, both kings and queens were so ,honored, the heads b$ing 

,transformed to resemble those of some Greek deity, or the 

types of the deities were changed to reveal the personality 

of the great ruler. ' 

3. Bevan, lL..a., I, p. 126, states that Lysimachus was wor
shi1;lped during his lifetime by the cities under his power, 
and that ptolemy and Seleucus were worshipped both before 
and after their death. 

Gardner, C9.JP?"" pl. , XIV, 19-25. offers very strong 
evidence 0 the extent to which the art of India was 
affeoted by the Greeks.' Only a few of the coins which W.~' 
issued by the successors of Alexander in the region 
between Pho.n16ia~ and China have native legends. 
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The Hellenistic culture was not, therefore, whol

ly Greek or its expression in art entirely conformed- to 

western ideals, although the kings of the several subjeot 

states, suoh as Bithynia, Cappadooia, and pontu~emplo7ed 

the best Greek talent in the rebuilding and ornamentation 

of their capitals, which they desired to be Hellenio in 

d6~ign. The reason is obvious. ~he oontent of the new 

order of life had been infused with a new spirit -- a spirit 

born of an expansive force which was'inherently Greek, but 

which had not been oompletely unfettered till the unoon

querable Maoedonian levelled the barriers between the ~st 

and the west. Now that the two oivilizations whioh differed 

so wLdely from eaoh other must take up life together, it re-

mained to be seen which would survive. We shall refer to 

the art of this new age in the empire for a fuller exp~na

tion. 

The pastoral tendenoy in art is one of the most 

signifioantoharacteristics of this age.5 That it should 

manifest itself also in the literature of the times, is in

deed a surprise, until the oonditions are more olosely 

studied. Both the art and the literature ahow that the people 

6. Mahaffy, Gr. Life.,PP. 326-329, thinks that at first 
the towns-people and the oountry folk of the Hellenisti~ 
world moved onLthe same plain of morals, adopting later 
rural simplioity as a natural reaotion to the artificial 
restraints of town life. In the redistribution of the 
peoples under the forces of expansion such aa was takin~ 
place in the new Empire this was the most expeoted of~l 
results. 
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were shut up in towns, in the midst of the restraints of a 

highly refined and artificial civilization. After so long 

a time, they began to feel a:lnatural reaotion toward simpli-

city and country life. This was tTUe especially in Alexan-

dria. But it was true as well of the conditions in Sicily, 

if we are to oredit the poems of Theocritus. These desires 

found expression in art, which are exampled by a series of 

reliefs used as decorations for buildings. Sometimes the 

pictured scene is mythological, but more often it is a scene 

of actual country life, such as a herdsman's tending to his 

cattle, or in the process of milking. The peasant's hut, 

and the rustic shrine is a favorite theme. 6 There is a 

beauty and refinement of detail through it all which engages 

the admiration of everyone, be it a study in marble or the 
7 

pictures of rustic life described by Theooritus. 

Another tendenoy of strong interpretative character 

is the use of children in sculpture. We observed how this 

began in a previous oentury. The tendency was, no doubt ao-

oentuated by this same reaction to a too elaborate civiliza

tion which found another form of expreSSion in the inoreased 

interest in child life. There is an attempt ma~ now to ren-

der the fo~ms with a closer truth to nature. The artists 

strive even to oatch the oharaoter. and expression of ohild

hood -- the innocence of its play in rustio life. 

6 ~ Gardner, Handbook, ,. 3438. 

7. Theocratis, Idyll ~X:vrI, pp. 91-97. 
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Boethus.of Cha1oedon has given the best represent

ation ot this tendenoy in his statue.) the "Boy and goose". 

whioh when oompared with former attempts to sculpture ohi1d

ren is muoh more lifelike. The form and expression of the 

ohi1d, as he quarrels and wrestles with his pet, reveals a 

great story in the life of the age, as well as showing us 

the progress in art-forms toward a greater rea11sm. 8 There 

is a small silver statuette from A1exandria.ln the British 

Museum, which portrays the boy at a different moment in his 

play with this same household pet. Here, the boy is seated 

and holds the body of the goose while it bites at his ear. 9 

The date assigned to this statue is about 240 B.C. Other 

statues of ohi1drenare spoken of b7 art historians, but we 

possess no oopies of them. This suffioes) however. to illus

trate the ohange in the direction of life interests, a direo

tion whioh leads very obviouS17 to the theme of home and of 

every-day home life free from all superfioia1ities • . . 
No less signifioant is t~e beautiful ideal of .0-

man~whioh was also expressed in the sou1pture of this period. 

It reveals that same infinite delioaoy. and spiritual sensi

tiveness, whioh oommanded our sympathy and admiration when 

we studied the 'grave reliefs . and the marvelous statue of 

Demeter of Cnidus. 10 There is this differeno~,however, the 

8. .Gardner, Handbook, ; • . 442. 

9. ~Gardner. J.R·S· • VI, Pp. 1-15. 

10. Gardner. Sou1:etors, pl. LIII: Powers, p.232. 
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statues of the Hellenistio age wear the more intense expres

sion of what was humanly real at any time. The real found 

more freedom now, as one should expect in an age when the 

individual was free. ll Further ~roof of this statement may 

be gained from a oomparison of the figures on the "Sarcoph

agus of the Mourning Women" in the Museum at Constantinople, 

with the "Grave Relief of Hegeso" at Athens. A oertainpoet

io motive seems to underlie the latter, but when the same 

theme is applied to an age of more difficult requirements-

an age of more intense emotional expression, grief is less 

restrained. The mourning figures are isolated, and much 

more natural in pose. With this added !~human touoh to 

the fourth centur7 ideal of delicaoy and sensitiveness, we 

have a work of art surpassing17 beautiful, and in its beau

ty, an undoubted interpretation of the development of the 

ol~ Athenian ideal of woman in real life.12 our own Museum 

oasts of these masterpieoes are the best illustrations of 

the ~oint taken in this part of the disoussion. 

There is revealed also, in the art of · this age,a 

marked tendenoy toward a more elaborate expression of indiv

idualism. The human emotions are carried to the points of 

intense suffering,deep longings. fear. terror and)even mad-

11. Mahaffy. Gr. Life., pp.37l-389 gives us the idea that 
the life of the Hellenistio age was never more free and 
7et never more bound. His conolusions are based up~n 
the disclosure in Polyb. iv. 20, 21. . 

12. Ibid., p.291. 
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ness. The aotivities of the figures are made to oOinoide 

with the faoial expression. 13 If we were to aocept soulp

ture as an interpretation of the life of the times, we would 

oonolude that this was an age of extreme emotional life and 

aotivity. As a matter of fact, we should not be mistaken if 

we drew suoh a conolusion, for history and literature oorro

borate the story of art in every partioular. This was an 

age of extreme emotional activity, andJas suoh, it was the 

most logioal outgrowth of those tendencies whioh we saw be

ginning in the art of Praxiteles and Soopas. 

Above all other changes noted in the artistio ex

pression of this age, is that of the oonception of the funo

tion of art. The types of the chief deities had be~ome ster

eotyped and oonventional, so that the artists oould only add 

oolossal size and brilliancy of execution to that whioh had 

already been given. Also, art was employed in the servioe of 

the kin~s of the regions into which the empire of Alexander 

was divided. These kings desired somethin~ magnifioent and 

imposing, henoe great works like the Colossus at Rhodes and 

the Zeus Altar at Pergamon, wonders of the world in art, ex

pressed the desires of those who ereoted them. 

The oustom of setting up statues of the goddess 

Viotory in oelebration of a suooessful battle, or naval oon

test oontinued in Hellenistio times but with a modified ex

pression. Sucb,& statue, whioh had been set up by Demetrius 

13. .Sauerlandt, M., Grieohisohe Bildwerke, p.lll 
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Polioroetes to oommemorate a naval viotory over Ptolemy in 

306 B.C.;has been found at S4mothraoe, and identified by the 

help of the ooins of Demetrius on whioh a like figure was 
14 

engraved. Both the statue and the ooins represent the 

goddess as standing on the prow of a ship holding a trumpet 

in her right hand and a oross-tree in the left. The out

spread wings and floating drapery, olinging somewhat olosely 

to the body, indioate a swift light movement, a style whioh 

was very typioal of the Hellenistio age. When this work is 

oompared with the Nike by Paeonius, a fifth oentury produot, 

whioh embodies also the idea of flight. but whioh is ex

pressed in simpler forms, we may read in the viotory of 

Simothraoe the reo1amation of po1itioal power, but with it ,a 

tendenoy to go beyond thereal--to seek dramatio sffeot and 

power. 

Impersonation of states and oities, whioh was also 

a oustom among the Greeks from earlier times, illustrates an 

important funotion of art. In the fourth oentury art there 

seems to have been a tendenoy to personify abstraot ideas 

whioh were more or less mythologioal in charaoter. Figures 

like. "Peaoe nursing Wealth". the "Eros", and the "H1meros" 

are typical. In the ~ellen1stio age~a more looal and limit

ed impersonation 1s pOinted out to us. An example is that 

of the "Fortune" who oomes to be known as a deity. A better 

14, Gar~ner. COins, PL. XII, 4. 
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example yet of this conception is the "Fortune of Antiooh", 

which was made for the city of Antioch (founded in 300 B.C.) 

by the sculptor Eutychides,15 

Finally, we should observe that this was an age of 

critism and study. Botany. zoology, and anatomy were pur

sued in detail. Alexandria and Pergamon were the chief cen-

ters of intelleetual activity. But study was devoted to the 

imitation of that which ' was already contributed. As might 

be expected from the continuance of such a procedure, the 

artists failed to show much originality in their work. They 

laoked inspiration. therefore great ideas which go to make 

any age creative. On the whole~we are compelled to recog.-· 

nize a gradual deoline in the social and political affairs 

of the Hellenistic world. As Bevan has stated it. "Soien

tific research under the patronage of kings made oonsider-

able progress for some oenturies after Alexander •••••• But 

philosophy reaohed no higher point after Aristotle; the 

work of the later sohools was mainly to popularize ideas al

ready reaohed by the few. Literature and art deolined from 

the beginning of the Maoedonian empire, both being thenoe

forth oonoerned only with the industrious study and repro

duction of the works of a freer age, exoept for some late 

blooms (like the artistio sohools of Rhodes and Pergamos) in

to which the old sap ran before it dried. Learning, labor

ious, meohanioal, unprogressive, took the plaoe of oreation." 

15, Q~rdner, Handbook, p.446, of. P. Gardner, J. H. S., VII, 
p. ,47. 
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CHAPTER III 

Centers of Art--320-100 B.C. 

Historians tell us, that all life and originality 

in Greek art. followed Alexan4er to the East, and that the 

older sohools, though not oeasing to exist, were of lesser 

importanoe. l In the preoeding pages we were able, by means 

of the great monuments. and other works of art, to traoe 

Hellenio influenoe into the. regions of Asia Minor,and even 

to the confines of India. The faot that new oenters had 

been established at Alexandria, Pergamon, Ephesus, and 

Rhodes might oonfirm the idea that Athens was no longer a 

oultural attraotion to the soholars and artists of the 

world. But the statement is not wholly true, for, despite 

the fact that the radius of Greek oivilization was extend-

ed, Athens was still the oenter of intelleotual and artis

tio aotivity--of academio eduoation. To study in Athens, 

to oontribute a work of art, or to rule over this oitY,was 

alike the ambition of every youth. Cioero sent his son to 

Athens, that he might reoeive the best training, and the 

1. Gardner, Handbook, p. ·435. 
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Roman world in general oultivated the ideals of Aristotle .2 

and of Scopas .. Athens, then, was still of vast importanoe, 

in the realm of art and lettars , and oontinued to invoke her 

influence u~on the new oivilization. Her art and her phil

osophy go out to the new oenters, partioularly Pergamon and 

Rhodes, where it is modified by the intensities of the new 

order of life, and then in due time we oan traoe it baok to 

the Aoropolis. The purpose of this ohapter is to note the 

transitional ohanges, from the Greek oivilization proper. 

to that of Alexander's empire, and point out the true his

torio entities of eaoh oenter, that have oombined to make 

the great oonquest mutual. 

The ·"·art of Alexandrta was, • ohiefly. of the deoo" 

ative tyne. The ooins illustrate an e~tensive list of soulp

ture, but no great monument, such aSi'.tha Ma~soleum, has sur

vived the Hellenistio period. The statue of the Nile is a 

group that represents the resouroes of the great valley. and 

the worship of the river. It is a figure of oolossal size, 

reolining, and supporting numerous small figures, whioh re

present the various 4h1ttes ,'thatlwere relatedcto :the.one 

central great spirit. Another work is the portrait of 

Homer, whioh is deoidedly realistio so far as a humanized 

type is oonoerned, but we would soarcely want to dedioate 
3 this to the great hero. 

2. Ba~'ffYf~~r. D1fe, p. 565. 

3. Gardner, Handbook, p. 437. 
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Pergamon was a oity of no great importance until 

it became the seat, of the dynasty of the sucoessors of 

Alexander the Great. The Attalid kings were placed in power 

by Lysimachus. Being opposed to the orimes of Lysimachus, 

the first of these kings revolted and beoame the ruler of 

Pergamon. In time the power passed to Eumenes, and then to 

Attalus. Attalus overoame the barbarians, to some extent, 

in 241 B.C., and thus strengthened the independent kingdom. 4 

Reign after reign these fieroe tribes terrified the inhab-
cit- '4 

itants of Asia Minor. City afterAh8.d been razed to the 

ground by their barbario invasion. They knew neither mas

ter nor law, and they turned neither to the right nor to 

the left, exoept .where they ohose to do a greater work of 

destruction. To the men of the whole Mediterranean world, 

they seemed the embodiment of brute and brainless force. 

They moved in vast numbers, twenty thousand in a body. half 

of whom were combatants, but suooessful ii almost every 

stand. At last, they were resisted suoce~sfulI7,but. not 

finally, by Antiochus •. Again.they oame. penetrating far

ther than ever into Asia Minor. It was th~ir purpose to 

stay in this region. htnoe. they began to settle in the 

various centers where they~established their own rule. This 

rule. however. was broken by later kings, of whom Attalus I 

was one. and they were gradually' merged into the new oivil

ization. 

4. Livy. xxxviii, 16, 9. 
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The kings of Pergamon were the most munifioent 

patrons of art and literature. Under them, a ' great sohool 

of sculpture grew up and produoed works that were not only 

most impressive to look upon, but they revealed. perhaps, 

more of the history of the day. than the art of any other 

jenter. The dedioations of Attalus I were few but of par

tioular interest . and significanoe. He summoned the most 
5 

skillful Greek artists to assist him in these dedioations. 

Their names have been found on the various inscribed bases. 

The most representative statue of this dedioa

tion is that of the Dying Gaul, sometimes oalled the 

Gladiator. It was set up in Pergamon in the, oelebration 

of the viotory over the Gauls. The barbarian origin of the 

figure, is indioated by the neoklaoe, also by his rough 

short hair, his mustaohe. and his fallen shield and trum-
6 

pet. The realistio ~resentation of the sub3eot reminds us 

at onoe of the work of Lys~ppus. In addition. the form 

shows that the artist, whoever he was, had employed a know

ledge of anatomy. a study whioh was muoh emphasized in the 

sohools of Pergamon and Alexandria. There is a marked 

moderation, in both:the oonoeption and exeoution. , whioh 

5. Pliny, xxxiv, 84. gives the names of Istgonus, 
Phyromoohus, and stratomious, also Antigonas. who wrote 
books on art. as those who worked for Attalus. 

6. Baumeister, A., DlnkmS.Ic.¥' 'I. Xlaaaiohen Altertums, 
p. 1234-1235. ' 



makes the statue representative of the highest point of a

chievement in sculpture, in Pergamon. There is no display 

of great energy. and anatomical detail. such, .as may be seen 

in the Giants on the great Altar of Zeus. 

A group of works dedicated by Attalus, about 200 

B.C. were seen by Pausanias on the Aoropolis at Athens. 

They consist of a series of oombatants, which represent the 

battle of the Pergamenes against the Galatians. also of the 

Athenians against the Persians. and of the Gods against the 
7 

Giants. Evidently the Pergamenes were oelebrating, and 

symbolizing their viotory over the Galatians in the same way 

that the Athenians on the Parthenon. and elsewhere, oel

ebrated their viotory over the Persians. The Galatians must 

have, in their minds. borne a resemblance to the Greek oon

oeption of the wild Giants. who fought Zeus and the other 

Olympian Gods. 8 

Many other extant statues have been desoribed by 

Pausanias. all of which bear testimony to the faot. that this 

idea of the resemblanoe of the Gala_ians to the Giants, had 

become a .favorite theme in art. In all probability, the ex

tant statues were replioas of those set up at Athens. We 

shall see in our disoussion of the Ze~ Altar, a more mag

nifioent expression of the same thought. 

7, 
8. 

N.l 
GardneB, E~ll •. , Battle of Gods and Giants, A.J.A. XV· p~305. 

" t 

Farnell. J. H. S., III, p. 303. 
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Under Eumenes II, who came to the .throne in 

197 B.C., Pergamon became one of the most beautiful cities 

in the ancient world. The most famous monument was, to be 

sure, the great Altar of Zeus. Th~ structure was famous, 

not only for its sculptural and architectural ado~nments, 

but for the historical significance of the trend of thought 

and activities, from the greatest glory of Athens to the 

culmination of that glory in a monument that was among the 

chief wonders of the ancient Civilization. 9 It was con

structed on a base which was more than a hundred feet 

square, on the top of which. stood an Ionic colonnade. With

in was an open court. which was approached by a broad stair

way. This entrance was cut into the square base, and meas-

ured in width about three-fifths of the west side. In the 

open court the altar of sacrifice was placed. lO 

The decorations of this vast structure oonsisted 

of two sculptured friezes, one of which ran around the base 

in a continuous composition, interrupted only by the broad 

flight of steps on the west. A smaller frieze followed the 

inside of the oolonnade above. The theme of the larger 

frieze is the favorite one of the battle of the Gods and 

Giants,ll·which we have seen in the art of Athens and other 

/ 
9.Rennier , Beschreibung der Sculpturen aus Pergamon •. p-P.l~4Q. 

10. SptmaJlh , W ., Beschreibung der Pergame,'tschen Bi1dwerke, p. 5. 

11. jarne11. J.H.S., p.308-315. 
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Greek centers. No doubt it meant more to the Pergamenes 

than to any other Greeks beoause it oommemorated two very 

important eve~ts in their history, namely, the Persian wars, 

and thefr own victories over the Galatians, the latter be

ing more sugr::estive to them, since they had experienced it 

more recently. The artists whom Eumenes employed to do the 

work, sought to reproduoe the old soenes of battle with a 

greater oompleteness, and extraordinary handiwork. than had 

ever been exhibited before. They made a mythologioal study 

of the gods and their opponents, inoluding the minor at

tendants, attributes~and saored animals, and plaoed eaoh 

and everyone in its proper place. The result is a repre

sentation of the whole Greek Pantheon, embellished with the 

oharacteristio wealth of design whioh portrayed all of the 

ori t"icism, the richness in resource, and the extreme human

istic emotions of the age. 12 

The heiR"ht of the frieze,'the oolo$sal size of 

the fi~ures, with their dramatiO, yes, even violent aotion, 

and the extreme muscular development 1nvolves at onoe, the 

labored attention of the Viewer, and makes the whole a 

work that is very imposing. The action is oontinuous, but 

the ohief deities seem to be arranged in groups,13 the moat 

oonspiouous of whioh. are those of Zeus, and Athena. Zeus 

12. ~uckenbaoh, H_,. ~unst and Gesohich~~ p.54. 

13. Farnell, J.R.S., IV, p. 122; Paus., x, 18. 5. 
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was their deliverer to whom the Altar was dedioated, Athena 

ranked with him as the divine proteotor of Greek lands. 

These groups were plaoed probably on the eastern faoe, whioh 

opened out on the religious . and the politioal area of the 

oity. 

In detail, Zeus is in oombat with three Giants. 14 

He holds in his right hand a thunderbolt • .vhioh he is about 

to hurl. while in his left he holds the aegis. The figure 

is full of tremendous energy and aotion, but his intentions 

and aohievements are hardly convinoing. In the power of 

dramatio oomposition, in the vigor and oorreotness of model

ling, the figure cannot be surpassed. Hence, the work shows 

both the weakness and the strength of the sculptors of this 
16 age, in their oonception and rendition of the subject. 

The Athena group is the finest in design, of all 

that remains for study. The goddess attacks her enemy by 

s~tzing his hair. but it is observed. that there is les8 use 

of the traditional weapon, the aegls, whioh symbolized power. 

The attitude and expression of the subdued Giant is more con

vinoing of the viotory than the display of her own efforts. 

The Earth figure rises to the front of Athena. begging meroy 

for her ohildren, the Giants, while Victory floats over her 

head to orown Athena. The aotion is oontinuous and almost 

14. Farnell. J.H.S •• III, p. 308, Baumeister, Denkmiler, 
Tafel. XXXVII. 

15. Baumeister, Denkm8ler.pp. 1252-1269. 
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bewildering. as it is throughout the entire struggle of ~he 

frieze. In fact, the ~ye of the admirer, even. can find no 

rest anywhere, and when he has followed to the end, he is 

overcome with a sense of weariness and wonder, that both for

bids andoommands his admiration. 

In conolusion, we may say that the Pergamene 

frieze represents, both the older and the newer art. It ,is 

a meeting point of many mythic conoeptions and beliefs,whioh 

were in common with the mythological systems10f different 

peoples, inoluding,perhaps,the traditions of the East. The 

type, especially, did not originate with the Pergamene 

sohool, Reoent critios think that it was due,. in general, 

to oriental influences. The G1gantomaohy differs from 

earlier representations. in that a multitude of figures are 

arranged. in groups, yet with oontinuous aotion, Credit 

for this must be granted to the Pergamene artists, as also 

oredit must be assigned to them for the oreation of the 

ideal type of barbario face and form . which we recognize in 

the Dying Gaul. We must recognize, however, that they were 

but oarrying out the emotional tendencies that had been 

found in the art of Soopas and Lysippus. The frieze repre

sents, therefore, the culminating point in the creative pro

oess of these distinot types. 16 

16. Far 
Mit 

pp.318-330; 
kaiserlioh deut. aroh. Inst., V,pl.VIII . 
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. Rhodes was a very active center of Hellenistic 

art. It was also a great commeroial power which monopolized 

almost entirely the trade on the sea. Her interests and 

far-reaching influence in this particular must have been 

overwhelming, as Eumenes is reported as saying to the Ro

man senate that freedom under the Rhodians was a subject-

i f t i t th b i b f th 'i d 17 d on ar s r c er an e ng a mem er 0 e .1\. ng om. · An 

when we reoall that Eumenes, by virtue of his vast domain 

in ASia Minor and the European shore of the Hellespont,whioh 

had been granted him after the war with Antiochus, was ohe 

of the most powerful kings of the period, we think that his 

oomplaint must have been true. lS Her prosperity and her · 

power, therefore, attracted many artists from Asia Minor, 

among whom were Agesander, Polydorus and Athenodorus. 

The chief work of the sohool at Rhodes was the 

" Laoooon group, which was soulptured sometime during the 

first oentury B.C. The workmanship .shows very olearly the 

influenoe of the sohool at Pergamon. In truth, it is the 

last and most extreme example 'of Pergamene art. The exag

gerated pathos, the , representation of pain and agonY,as 

the father and sons struggle with ,the serpents, is very im

pressive. The 'figures are modelled with striot anatomical 

skill but the subjeot has been justly criticised as one 

unfit for soulpture.19 This seems,to indioate that the 

17. Mahaffy, Aluander's' Empire,PP. 275, 194-198. 

18, Bevan, H.D., p. 113 ~. 

19. Collignon. M., L'archeologie grecque, p. 553. 
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sculptor, or the age, or perhaps both, had lost the finer 

instinot for sculptural fitness" There is no fortitude, no 

quiet dignity, ' not even the grace of composition, which dis

tinguishes the Athena group on the Pergamon Alter. The ser

pents, too, have no muscular strength with which to kill 

their viotims. The whole representation is so lacking in 
, . 

its truth to nat~e" that we oannot think that the artist 
, " intended to express the story of the Laoooon BO muoh as he 

desired toe~re~sthe agony of a death struggle. 20 

, The Farnese Bull was originally set up in Rhodes. 
I 

, ." It belongs, lile the Laocoon, to the works of the schools 

dependent on Pergamon. The work emphasizes the tendenoy 

to use piotoral aocessories in oonnection with the figures. 

The skill of design is greater in this group than in the 

" Laoooon, but it is another example of the exoessive.use of 

oonvention in the produotion of a realistic group. Again 

realism is wanting in theme and execution and the action is 
. . 21 

fiotioious. 

Ephesus, like Rhodes and pergamon, revealed in 

her art the influenoe of Lysippus, although in point of 

time the work was done almost two centUries after the 

age of Alexander. ' The sohool .is known to us ohiefly 

through insoriptions whioh inform us that Agasias and 

Menophilus were the prinoipal artists, ,A bronle Ephebe, 

20. Gardner, Handbook; p~ 415. 

21. Pliny, %%Xiv, 89'" 
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which resembles both the Lysippian Agias, and the Apoxyon-

emus, has been found at Ephesus. The motive of the figure, 

the tense expression of the brow and the suggestion of quick 

movement, bear testimony to the established influence of the 

Greek ideal in Asia Minor, and to the Lysippian interpreta-

tion of those ideals, in particular. 

The Borghese Warrior by Agasias,son of Dositheus, 

is clI:.cepted as a fair representation of the last stage of 

development of the great school of Argos. and Sikyon, which 
22 

had devoted itself to the study of athletic f~rms. Again, 
,~ 

we would have to acknowledge that this statue~an anatomical 

study. Every muscle and sinew stands out clearly, and the 

attitude of the figure signifies the intensity of anger.dnd 

the motive of defense. The sculptor fails to represent the 

flesh texture on the surface of the body, as was the custom 

in this age. We are impressed with the traces of academic 

and scientific study which wt.~e characteristic of. all the 

later Hellenistic art, much more than we admire his indi

vidual expression of the theme. 

Melos oontribute ~ V a work of art that is typical

ly representative of the later ideas of the deities. We 

have reference,here,to Aphrodite, the half-draped figure, 

which was cooied on the gems of the Hellenistic age. 23ThiS 

statue was made in,the latter half of the second century B.C. 

22. 

23. 

Gardner, H~ndbook, p. 476. 

" Furtwangler, Masterpieces, p. 380, n. 2. 
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The type is a traditional one. but rendered with a new con

ception. The artist, whoever he was, strove to give it the 

Pheidian grandeur.and took the motive. evidently, from 

Scopas. There is a breadth and simplicity about the model

ling, which: ranks it with the finest works of even fifth 

century art. The partial drapery indicates that the ten

dency to represent female nude figures. had reached its 

height in the fourth century and was beginning to be lim

ited. The face has the expression. the grace, and the 

charm of the work of Praxiteles, but not the sensual ten

dency. Of all the Venuses) she is the most beautiful, and 

represents the zenith of a rounded and perfectly developed 

womanhood. The ideal of woman could not,then.be fully ex

pressed until the social ideals could involve . both the 

dignity and sublimity of the fifth century. and the more 

realistic tendencies of the fourth century. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Other Art 

Arohiteoture parallels other forms of art in re-

vealing the history of the raoe. A brief sur'vey of the 

Hellenistic types, will, therefore, be neoessary to oom-
'. 

plete this interpretative study. Again, a series of repre-

sentative types, by which the diffusion of Greek ideals, 

mainly Ionio,may be traoed from Athens. and Greeoe proper, 

to the boundaries of the Alexandrian empire, will be selee.

ed and discussed. We shall begin, as we did with soulpture 

in the pre-Alexandrian period,and note the political,social, 

and intellectual forces, which influence the following 

oentury. 

In the age of Praxiteles and Scopas, three orders 

of decoration prevailed, namely, the Doric, the Ionio, and 

the Corinthian. Their names sugRest their origin, yet in 

no sense their region. As the states of Greeoe grew more 

oosmopolitan, partioularly Athens, we find that ealh bor

rowed from the other, and used what they borrowed, in a 
1 preferential way. Yet, each style reveals, not oniy the 

artistio sense of the peoples to whioh they originally 

1. Marquand, Greek Architectur~, pp. 99, 213. 
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belonged, but in the same subtle way that sculpture speaks 

to us, it also tells us of the ideals of the succeeding 

age. 

The Dorio order, which in name . ~as a synonym for 

simplicity and substantiality, was the most preferred of 

the three styl'es, throughout Greece in the fourth and fifth 

centuries. The masterpiece of all structural works, the 

Parthenon, was of this order. Many other temples,2 whioh 

dotted the land of the Hellenes from Athens to the Pelop-

onnesus, were constructe! after this same plan. and used the 

same type of decorations, all of which revealed,furthe~ 

the broad discriminating tastes ~f the Greeks of this period. 

For the most part, the same descriptive terms which we ap

ply to the Dorio order, we may use in speaking of its wor

shippers. For although Greek sooiety was slowly deteriorat

ing, it still olung to the ideals of simplioity and endur-

anoe. 

The Ionio order was not the most substantial, or 

even the most beautiful, but it seemed to be · the one that 

lent itself most easily to the architectural tastes of the 

HellenistiC world--a world whose adoration lay at the shrine 

of Alexander. We maybe justified, without question, in . 

thinking that the Hellenistio ideal of sooiety was somewhat 

less beautiful . and less substantial. Indeed, referenoe to 

" 2. Baumeister, Denkmaler, Tafel XLVI; Paus., 1, 24. 5. 



the best authorities on the history of the times. 3 will 

verify our statement. A comparison of the Ionic with the 

Doric would only strengthen our conclusion. The Ionic 

column was more slender, and longer . than the Doric, and 

the capitals of the former, at first decorated with simple 

graceful curves, later with added tracings portrayed, al

together, the growing attention of the Greeks to elaborate

ness of design--to luxuriousness of living. Ever~vhere in 

the new kingdom, except in southern Greece, it was chosen, 
~ 

from the Erechthion at Athens. to the Altar of Zeus at Per-

gamon,a.nd the new capitals of the Greeks beyond the Helles

pont. The stYle used on the Erechtheion was considered the 

most beautiful of any of the modifications of the Ionic or

der. The columns of the Chor~gic monument of nysicrates. 4 

were the same in every detail, except the capitals, ' which 

were very ornate . and crowned by a four-cornered abacus. 

Chore~ic monuments were set up, always, in honor of choral 

victories. This one~in particular ,was set up in Athens 

by Lysicrates of Cicyna. Choregos, who gained the victory 

wi~h a chorus of boys. The proportions of the structure 

are thirty-four feet in height, fourteen of which. are taken 

up in the base. and four in the floral ornament. It is cir

cular. and surrounded by a colonnade . which is intercented 

3. Ferguson, w. S~, Hellenistic Athens, pp. 69-93; Bevan, 
~., p. 15. . 

4. Harrison. Jane E., Mythology and Monuments of Athens, 
p. 245 ff. 
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by six equal panelS placed contiguous' to each other, thus 

forming a cylindrical"wall. A frieze ten inohes high, re

presenting the story of Dionysus and the pirate~runs around 

the top of the arohitrave. It is stated that this frieze 

is of special value as a monument of which. the archonship)' 

of Euainetos (335 B.C.), is.known , and which gives us an 
b.J... . .' 

idea of the fourth st'andard of Ionic decorations. The en-
../\ . 

tire monument isan·example, therefore, of the early Corin-
. 

thian order, and shows the trend of artistic preferences 

in architecture. 

Greek temples were of many different designs, 

with regard to both external and internal appearances. The 

double temple which was so prevalent in the Hellenistio 

period, is a reproduction of the plan o~ the old temple of 

Ath;nllat Athens. Many such temples, with slight modifica-... 

tions, were of the same construction. There was one such 

at Sikyon, and at Argos. and also one at Mantinea. The 

Erechtheion was of the same type, following closely the 

pl~n of the Parthengn. 5 

Some of the Greek temples were , only partially 

roofed. Thd.sinnovation belongs properly to the fourth 

century, and more widely to the Hellenistic age • . The Zeus 

Altar at Pergamon was entirely without cover.6 However, the 

5. Marquand, Gr. Archi to. ' pp. 50S', 306,312; Paus., I II. 

" 6. Baumeister, Denkma.ler, p. 1251. 
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;.~ .. " . 

.. 
artistic ideas that were wholly Greek in this edific~ are" 

~ ': ... ... 

shown in the Ionic columns. and in the theme of the friezes. 

The design of the former retains its moderate simplicity, 

much to our sur~rise, perhaps, when we consider the design 

of the tem~le as a whole, and especially the elaborateness 

of the l~rger frieze. It is as if the Pergamene school had 

sought to incorporate in its studies the whole of artistic 

Greek knowledge, .and represent it in one great masterpiece. 

However short of this ideal they may have fallen"i t must be 

conceded that this one great work was no mean product in an 

artistic sense, and in a historic sense . it proves to us 

that the Ionic idea~in both sculpture and architecture,as 
7 well as in letters, was the most enduring. 

The . Greek agora of the Hellenistic' city is also 

of interest to us in this study. It VIas so placed, that it 

corresponded with the general disposition of the streets, 

and it was usually square o~ rectangular. It was surrounded 

by col,onnades" which were united so as to form an enclosure 

without streets. In this respect it differed from the agora 

of earlier times. 8 This 'Plan was used throughout the Greek 

cities of Asia Minor and the later cities that were built by 

Alexander in the far East. 

Returning to Athens,we may observe . the changes ef

fected in architecture, yet. the keeping, on the whole, of 

the Athenian ideal, as exampled in the Odeion of Herodes 

7. Farnell, J.H.S. XI, p. 202. 

8. Marquand, Gr. Archit., p. 320. 
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Attious .( 161 'it\. ':0. ) • and the stoa of Eum: nes. ~he former was 

erected by Herodes in memory of his '.'.rife Regilla. It is 

credited with being the most beautifully adorned of any the

atre in Greece, excepting the one in the city of Patrae,in 

Arcadia. 9 We are more conoerned, however, with its ~oints of 

structural difference from the theatre of the fifth century, 

an example of "vhioh is the theatre of Dionysus, also at 

Athens. In the first place, the Cae ion is sema:-circular, 

with the stage directly in front, and an entrance on each 

side, whereas, in the theatre of Dionysu~the stage was pro

vided for in the center of a oircle, whioh was later used 

for the orchestra, and the shape resembled that of a horse

shoe. Two passages, the paradoi,led to the Odeion stag~, 

and other vaulted passages under the wings of the rows of 

seats led into the new lower level of the orchestra. The 

old paradoi were used by the actors only, and were roofed 

over, thus bringing the walls of the stage buildings into 

connection with the walls of the theatron,thu8 making 

possible a'roof over the Wholli. In the Dionyaiac structure, 

the circle of the orohestra does not quite reach the pros-

kenion. In the Roman theatre a marble balustrade was erect
~ 

ed to separate the seats of the first row from the oombats 

of the gladiators and wild beasts.10. The paaslng of the 

9. Harrison, Myth. and Mon., p. 263, Paus., 1,21.4. 

10. Pickard,J .• ~h8 ~ nelative Position of Actors and Chorus 
in the Greek Theatre of the Fifth century, p. 22. 
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chorus from Greek drama did away also with the ,old orches

tra circle. In the Roman times, the senators sat in thiS 

portion of the theatre. 

The stoa of Eumenes was a long'portice whioh ex

tended between the Ode ion of Herodes Atticus and the theatre 

of Dionysus. There is a question as to whether this portico 

was built in the time of Eumenes. 11 The materials used in 

the structure oorrespond with the materials that were usually 

employed in Hellenistic arohiteoture, and its general plan ~ 

resembles that of a stoa at Pergamon whioh we know was erect

ed by Eumenes. Also, an" anoient writer reoords in his ao

oount of theatre building at Athens, that behind the scene 

porticos should be set up like those at Pompei and at Athens, 
12 

for example, the portico ' of Eumenes. We take it, therefore, 

that Eumenes had something, to do with this long colonnade. 

At least we are convinced that it belongs to the types of 

Hellenistic architecture and stands as a good example of 

the bread that had been cast upon the waters--the diffusion 

of the Athenian ideal, through the conquests of Alexander, 

and the return of that same ideal to Athens in the seoond 

century B.C. Almost four centuries had passed Since the 

glory of Phidias, and innumerable influences had been 

brought to bear upon the thought of Athens, yet it endured 

and lost little of its original contour and purpose. 

11. Weller, C. N., The Acropolis, p. 186. 

12. Harrison, N~h. and Mon., p~ 264; Paus., 1, 21. 4; 
Mitthei1. d~arch. Inst. in Athens, 1888, pp. 100-102. 
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The vases of this period are particularly inter

esting, and interpretative of deoorative art, which the Hel

lenistic peoples were more and more fond of using. The de

signs on the Rhodian vases are typical of, not only this 

particular center, but they voice the close critical senti

ments of the age. As a rule, the vases were large and tall, 

and bore almost always, some form of geometrical tracing. In 

the latter, they were unlike other Greek vases. The vases of 

of Delos, for instance, are more sl.nder and less substant

ial at the base than the Rhodian style. The vases of the 

Ceramicus at Athens present a varie~y of shapes and designs, 

so~e of them very rich and beautiful, perhaps more artistic 

to 01i.r minds, also. more usefu1. 13 

13. Bulletin de corresuondence he11enique, 1912.35;"1913,36. 
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CHAPTER V 

Ancient Coins 

We a~e informed that the first coinage of 

Alexander the Great was of Macedonian fabric and style, and 

that not until after his invasion of ASia did he establish 

an international currency. Since Macedon was the great 

source of Hellenization, the types of every autonomous cen

ter were changed to those of the oonqueror. Thousands of 

mints were set up in various parts of his kingdom, all of 

whioh issued ooins bearing his name and favorite legends. 

The head of Herakles in a lion's skin, with the acoompany

ing Zaus seated on a throne and holding an eagle, was used 

fo~ the silver coins. The oultus of Pallas Athena and her 

attendant Bike was introduoed for the gold coins. The head 

of Poseidon with flowing looks whioh were bound with marine 

plant~andaocompanied by the form of Apollojseated on a 

prow and holding a bow, was generally significant of a naval 

viotory. It is not always easy to discover just what partic

ular victory was represented, or exaotly to whioh king in 

a suocession of kings, the honor or victory belonged. l 

1. Head, B.V., Historia Numorum, pp. 197-198. 
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However, these were the deities which he revered most 

throughout his activities, as if they, more than any other 

could assist him in the great conquest. 

It is . interesting to knO\V also, that Alexander 

used the Attic standard of relational values in gold and · 

silver coins. The reason for this choice may have rested. 

on the already prevailinp, use of Attic coins in Asia and 

in Europe, a situation that would'only hasten the estab

lishment of a uniform currency which evidently he desir

ed. But whatever his purpo~e was, it can be readily un

derstood, th3.t the establishment of a universa1 coinage 

was the mCBt effective aot of his great soheme of Hellen

ization. The suoceeding kings of Macedonian power who 

used Alexander's types were Alexander IV, 323-311, Cas

sander, 316-.297, Antigoilas, 306-301, Demetrius Polioroetes 

306-283, Antigonas Gonatas, 297-239, and Antigonas Doson, 

229-220. 2 That we may appreoiate more fully the underly

ing history of Hellenistic coinage, we shall give atten

tion first to the most valuable phases of coin study, and 

pass next to an observatiQn of the types which preceded 

and followed the oonquests of Alexander, noting the polit

ical and social interpretations in partioular. 

2. Head,~, 200-204; p. 179; 
Svoronos, J.N., Bull. Corr. d. Helli~~ XVII, p.101-128. 
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It has been suggested that Greek coi~s constitute 

the grammar of Greek art, since it is only by meps of them 

that we are able to trace the whole course of art, from its 

beginning to its latest decline~ MY study so far, has been 
~ 

pursued in secondary sources only, but I am inclined~for 

obvious reasons, to accept the inference of the above state

ment. As we have state~preViOUSlY, only a very small part, 

com~ativelY of the results of Greek artistic activity 

has been left us, while nearly all of the Greek series of 

coins which were issued during the autonomous age.. ha.ve 

been preserved. Many specimens of the latter, in as good 

a condition as when they came from the dies, are available 

for study. Thus we have, in the case of coins, the advantage 

of inspecting the original instead of a copy as in the case 

of sculpture. 

The fact that the dates of coins can be fixedJbY 

the most widely varying numismatists, within certain limits 

of time, lend& further advantage to the student. who would 

use them for the interpretation of history pur,ly. Lines 

of evidence such as weight, fabrio, and epigraphy, which 

make sure the questions of time, place,and issue, are at 
3 -., 

hand on allZlO.at eTer'7 aeriea. In regard to place, every 

sucoeasive . searah5has "r·eve;'ed the name and type of the 

city that issued the coin. This eVidenc~,alone.is sufficient 

3. Gardner, COins, p. 39; 
,Read, !h!:.., lxxu. 
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to 100ate them. In regard to time, it seems that the usual 

method of dating oOins in the pre-Alexandrian age was by 

p1aoingupon them the name of the annual magistrate, but af

ter Alexander's oonquest thettse of numerals -tor the same 

purpose prevailed. In Syria, royal ooins were dated aooord- · 
4 1ng to the Se1euoid Era. In Egypt, a very different meth-

od was pursued, the regnal years of the king. whioh were in

soribed. thereon, being equivalent to a date. This system 

of dating was used ,also in parts of Asi,a Minor and Syria 

during the first and seoond oenturies B.C. Inoities,epoohs 

arase ' from some important event in the history of the oity. 

Sometimes landmarks in the history of the distriot or pro

vinoe in which the oities were situated sufficed as a date. 

Suoh a praotice was ambiguous, as many events might have have 

happened within a given year. Henoe the unoertainty of ~he 

origin o-t the' epoch. 5 The most widely known and the most 

oommonly used historical era was , the Seleuoid Era, during 

whioh Seleuous and Ptolemy won 8 viotory over Demetrius at 
6 Gaza 312 B.C. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Head, H.N., lxxxviii; 
Gardne~oins, pl. XIV 1. 

Ibid., p~.29;; 

Head, 1!.:!.. 1xxix; 
Gardner, COins, pl. XIV, 11. 
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By locating a oOin and fixing at l~ast. approxi· 

mately. its date, we are able to determine further questions 

ooncerning important matters in history. For example, the 

ooin-wpes usually reveal the historical'oonneotion between 

mother oities and their oolonie~ as may be observed on the 

ooins of Ionia before the Persian invasion.' The Corinth-

ian oolonies,it is . found, never deviated from the types of 

the mother oity, except in the initial letter of the oity. 

And the Phooaeans, who fled before the Persians to Corsioa, 

thenoe to South Italy, and finally to Massalia in Gaul, 

took their ooins with them. S They also left coins in ~he 
s oenter,whioh they had inhabited. Then again, ooins are 

often the truest testimony to the date of other forms of 

art. 

A few oOins bearing documentary evidenoe of 

treaties have been handed down to us. No doubt, many suoh 

ooins were made, whioh have never been disoovered byarohae

ologists. In my searoh, traoes of one treaty only have been 

found, namely that of Phooaea with Mytc lene,9 which provided 

that the mints of the two oities should issue gold ooins 

during alternate years, and that the oOins of eaoh oity 

should circulate in the other.10 

7. Gardner, COiDS, .. p. 37; Pl. XVI, 11. 

8. Ibid., 1.0. 

9. Newton, ., Trans • . i.S. Lit. 2nd Series, VIII, p.549. 

10 Gardner, CoinS. , p. 33. 
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We are able also to read evidences of alliances 

on the coins. The types of such coins were various but 

in most cases the allied tovms were represented by their 

divinities. An example given by one numismatist is a coin 

of Ephesus, Smyrna, and Pergamon, in alliance, which had 

for its type the Ephesian Artemis, the Nemesis of Smyrna, 
11 . 

and the Asclepius of Pergamon. Such a coin testifies to 

both the political situation and the religious cults of 

the cities. 

From the discussion so far, we may deduct 

three special lines of information. from a study of coins. 

First, we may gain a knowledge of the artistic tendencies 

of the times, which are generally reyealed in the coin stamp. 

second, we may accept them as commercial and civic documents 

between dynasts and kings, also between dynasts cities and 

peoples; third, we may determine thepartictrl.ar · local myths, 
12 

and deities which were revered in each community. Classi-

fications have thus been made with regard to style, with re-

gard to the inscriptions or autonomous titles signifying 

local independence or alliance, andJ lastly, with regard to 

the religious festivals and public game titles. To illus

trate, we may single out two or three periods of history, 

the coins of which show response to the activities of the 

11. Head, H.H., !xxvii. -
12. Ibidt, xvi. 
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age. 

The ~eriod of finest art existed 415-336 B.C. 

During this ~erio~the engraving of coins reached the high

est point of excellence which it had ever attained. The 

types were characterised by intensity of action. perfeot 

symmetry of proportion. elegance of oomposition, finish of 

execution. and riohness of ornamentation. Nearly all of 

the ooins bear the artist's signature, a proof that the men 

who were employed to engrave the ooin dies were artists of 

high repute. 13 

The period of later fine" art existed 336-100 B.C. 

The heads on the aoins of this age are remarkable for ex-

pression of feeling. The eye is generally deep set and 

the brow is more defined. The human figure on the reverse 

side shows the muscles of the body to be more strongly de-

veloped than in previous art. Obviousl~ the ideal in 

art gives place to the real, as it did in the social tend

encies of the same period. On both the obverse and the 

reverse sides~the influenoe of Lysippus and Scopas iavery 

apparent, a fact ,which speaks all the more plainly for" the 

drift of the time. We reoall that the aim of these men 

was to re~roduce the real. But gradually the reverse 

13. Gardner. COins, p. 57, disagrees with this statement 
evidently, as he says that great artists did not spend the~ 
time working on oOin dies, for these were struak: ~wi th oare
less haste and a knowledge of mechanical skill only. Choiae 
of type was fixed by tradition, and the oomposition was 
limited by the field. 
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types became more and more conventional in style, due to 

the expansion of commerce. As a result of this, a demand 

for a uniform cOinage originated. Very naturally}suoh a 

demand destroyed all originality of con~eption and design 

on the ~art of the die-engraver. From the same periods we 

may glean illustrations of autonomous titles and allianoes. 

As stat'ed above, the engraver's name generally 

occurred on the coina • . Another class of inscri~tions oon

sisted of the signatures of the officers of the state or 

of the mint who were res~onsible for the ooinage. Usually 

these inscriptions oooupied a prominent plaoe in the field 

of the coin but as a rule they were expressed in a monogram 

form. When written in full lengt~they, no doubt, stood 

for some superior magistrate suoh as an Archon.14 When 

the sovereign power was in the hands of a tyrant or king, 

his name oooupleJ the place of honor to the exclusion of 

that of the people. . Such names were almost always in the 

genitive, while if he was an eponymous magistrate and his 

name occurred alone in the nominative case, it is ~robable 

that he was himself responsible for the coinage. The use 

of the nominat~ve im~lied direot aocountability for the 
15 

quality of the ooins. 

14. Head, H.N., 1%iii. 

15. Ibid., lxiv, 
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.' 
~e third significance of coinage ,as has been men-
. Q~ 

tioned. was religious, . and was expressAin the types commem-

orating victories in the games. All Greek games partook 

of a religious nature, and a representation of a victorious 

ohariot or other agonistic emblem would,in a certain sense, 

be symbolioal of the God in whose honor the games are held. 

All through the history of independent Greece,even until 

the death of Alexander . the Great. the main objeot of the 

ooin type was to place before the people an ideal tmhge . of 

the .divinity most .honored in the district in v:hich the coin 
I 

was intended to ciroulate. · No tyrant. however splendid in 

his achievements, ever sought to perpetuate his · features on 

the current coin. Hence the mythologooial : lnterest .. of the 

coin types is parmount down to the age of the sucoessors 

of Alexander the Great. Then. we discern a change of'ideas 

which prese,nted itself 1n sculptiUr~,arohiteoture and the 

coins. Oriental influences. such as the conception of the 

divinity of kings,w~~§ introduced to the ~reeks, hence the 

spirtual types gave place to the head of the deified Alex

ander in the oharacter of the son of Zeus Ammon. In t1me~ 

his sucoessors olaim6d the same right. and we are told that 

from 300 B.C. onward, there was a full gallery of portraits 
16 

on the coins. 

16. Gardner, COins, p. 52, Seleucus, Demetrius and Ptolemy 
claimed the right to take the plaoe of Alexander on 
the coins as they did in polit'10s. 
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Religious significances were shown also by the 

festival coinage. The frequency of representation of pub- , 

lic games on the coins of the Hellenistic age, indicates 

that there was a great demand for larger quantities of ooin 

than were used in ordinary civic life. 17 

At this ~oint, it would be well to discuss in de

tail the'classifica.tion of. the coin types belonging to the 

ages in question. Of the former period.we may beg1n w1th 

Athens'and prooeed from a treatment of all the important 

group aoins to the chief ~slands of the Aegean, thenoe to 

Asia Minor centers, and the foreign lands which go finally 

to make up the vast domain of Alexander. First a study 

of the earlier MacedOnian coins will be made in order that 

we may illustrate the proximity of the Macedonian legends 

to those of Greece. Gold and silver coins were used which 

adhered closely to the Phoenician standard. On the gold 

ooins we find the head of Apollo laureate or the head of 

young Herakles in a lion's skin. We may recall that this 

same deity was placed upon the coins of his successor. On 

the silver coins was engraved the head of Zeus ,laureate or 

the head of Herakles, as before. The reverse-types comme~ 

orated the games which were held in honor of the Olympian 

Zeus. The chariots of Philip were often represented.18 

17. Head, H.D., lxix. 
, -

18. liid., p. 196. 
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We will recall that Alexander's first cOinage was of this 

same type and fabric which he modified so as to include 

the cults of Zeus and Pallas Athena when he established an 

international cOinage. 

The Athenian coins. old style. bore the head of 

Athena in archaic style with helmet adorned with olive 

leaves. An incuse square inclosing an owl. head facing and 

wings closed , was generally placed upon the reverse of the 

same coin. On the coins of this period the eye of the god

dess is always shown in archaic profile .l9 1'he earlier types 

show a delicate work and the purest archaic taste. Athenian 

life was more idealistic. more dignified and intelligent . 

. Toward the close of this same periodJit bemomes coarser and 

much more unconventional. Between the years 350-322 B.C.~ 

less money was coined at Athens and the Macedonian types 

gradually took its place as the international currency of 

the ancient ,""for1d. These cains are distinguished by the 

~resence of an adjunct symbol in the field of the reverse. 

After the submission of Athens to AntipaterJthe right of 

coinage in her own name ceased. A new style came into 

vo~ue which bore the head of Athena in resemblance to the 

colossal chryselephantine statue by Pheidias. Pegasos was 

generally en~raved on the reverse. 20 This style. with 

19. Head. ~ .• p. 315-317. 

20. Gardner. Coins. pl. %V. 22. 
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slight elaboration~,oontinued throughout the Alexandrian 

period. The Athenian coins never made any pretense to 

beauty. For this reason, their types Vlere sought more than 

any other in -Greece. 

The coins of Argos, in this period, (400-322 ) B.C,} 

are among the most beautiful in Greece, a fact that is sub-

stantiated by the high standing of Argos as a school of art 

and a center of trade. The head of Hera used on the coins 

was oopied from the Argive type deSigned by Polyoleitus. 

The features are refined and idealistio. The wolf in the 

reverse was the remote symbol of Apollo Lykios. The idea 

involved, we are told, is that of Winter slain by the god 

of Light and Warmth. The dolphins are Apoll:1ne symbols as 

was also the swan.2l During the period (322-229) B.C~larg

er coins of the Alexandrian types were manufactured. It is 

to this period that the autonomous bronze money of Argos 

belongs. It bore on' the obverse the head of Apollo or the 
22 head of Hera, on the reverse, the wolf or a tripod. 

We have learned that Sikyon was one of the great

est art centers and the types used in both statuary . and ! 

the eoins express the ideals of the entire Peloponnesus;. 

The obverse of these coins presents a Chimaera, sometimes a 

kneeling Apollo with the head of a river-god. In oomparison 

21. Gardner, COins, pl. VIII., 35" 40. 

22. Head, H.N., p. 368. 
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with the Athenian types of this same period there is a , 
greater tendency toward naturalism in the form of heavy" 

strong,yet active bodies which expresses a lofty idealism. 

After 322 B.C.,Sikyon passed for a time into the hands of 

the Macedonians. Their types were modified then by the 

types of Alexander's coins. Some of the accessory symbols, 

sn.ch as Apollo holding a fillet behind his back,are Sikyon-
23 

ian. 

The earliest federal coinage of the AChean League 
r 

dates from the time before the Macedonian conquest. After 

280 B. C., when Patrae and Dyme suaceede.d in throwing off .the 

1o~~ of the Macedonians, its coinage formed the sta~le cur-
Cl~a 

rency of tHe Peloponnesus8 for nearly one hundred thirty 
. . " 

years. As towns were added to the League,the federal mints 

were increased and the ooinage remained uniform. 24 

The early COinage of Chios was copied after the 

standards of Athens,and remained the same until after about 

the middle of the fourth mentury. After 190 B.C.,when the 

Romans· r·ewarded the Chians for their fidelity during the 

war with Antiochos, the Chians began to strike ooins of the 

Alexandrian type. They all bear the Sphinx of Chios as an 

adjunct symbol.' The Chian type of art expressed ,lightness 

23. Head, H.N •• p. 346. 

24. Hesd, H.N., p. 350; 
Gardne~oins, pI; xii 33. 
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and swiftness of motion. 25 

The island of Rhodes was sacred to Helios and the 

head of that sun-god and his emblem, the rose, made un the 

types of the Rhodian cOinage. TIe will recall that Rhodes 

was a very distinct art center durin2' the fourth and third 

centuries B.C. About 394B.C •• after Conon's great victory . " 

at Cnidus, ]hodes"took part in the federal COinage of the 

anti-Spartan allies. It seemed to have been unaffected by 

the campaigns of Alexander. 26 

The autonomous cOinage of Cyprus lasted until the 

subjection of the island by Ptolemy So1ier :' 312 B.C. Before 

this time they had used the Rhodian standard which prevailed 

in western Asia Minor. But the head of Ap~rodite with the 

accompanying head of Apollocwa-s stamped on the different 

federal coins of the towns of Cyprus. The work was very 

idealistic until after the reign of the Ptolemys and the in-
27 troduction of the Alexandrian types. 

The coins of Sicily were of great variety and in-

terest. The engraver's names were placed upon them, thus 

indicating a better class of work. The principal coin types 

perpetuated the remembrances of agonistic tests but no spe

cial victory has been recorded. The general expression seems 

25. Head, .!!..=..!:.' n. 514; Gardner, Coins, pl.' iv 6. 

26. Head. fulh. p. 540~-Figs. 312, 313. 

27. Head, H.N., pp. 620-627. 
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had been previously used. ptolemy II (Philadelphus) assum

ed ~ower in 285 B.C. During his reignjthe first coins of 

a medalliccharacter were issued and they bore the deified 

heads of Ptolemy I (~t.er) and Berenice, his queen. 3l 

We may conclude our study of coins with a brief 

survey of the types in India. It has been said that in 

Hellas . · coins illustrate history, but in India they are 
32 history. Coins that w~re struck in Cabul and the Punjab 

not oply indicate the autonomous ~ower of the Greeks but 

they indicate also the influence of the art of Greece. 

That this art was greatly influenced by Indian customs we 

do not question. The COin typ~s seem to reach a stage ot 

development in which they were neither Greek nor Indian. 

They bore the name .of the Greco-Indian kings, also in many 

cases the Indianlegends,.yet they never gave up the Greek 

ideal entirely. We find such names as Agathocles, Anti

machus, EuthydemusJand Euoratides and with them a seated 

Zeus, .. Victory in hand,. who' holds out a wreath to an ele

phant who lifts hie trunk to receive it.53 The figure ot 

Zeus standing in easy repose, facing, thus betraying .. the 

influenoe of the school of haxiteles, has been found on 
34 

other coins of the East. A more recent research on the 

31. Head, ~, p. 713, 

32. Gardner, COins, P.2J..C>, pl. xiv. 2.2. 

33. Ibid ••• pl. xiv. i20 .• 

34. Ibid., pl. xiv. 21. 
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Hellenization of Bactria and India; offers conclusive 

evidence in favor of the Greeks. It was found that Hel-

lenic civilization dominated in Bactria. Taxile. Sagali

Euthymedia.Eulche. and Ta-yuan. These towns had been 

ruled by kings who were Greek in name and training. Their 

coins indicated that India had learned science. art, and 

philosophy from the Bactrian Greeks. We have reasons to 

believe that Greek influence extended over all the Indian 

provinces. Coins of Menander. and Antimachas II, which 

were found in the Tarin valley)revealed the persistence of 

the new culture. In fact, wherever the Greeks were not able 

to survive, in this country, it was due to extreme conditions 

of climate. According to Apollodorus, the Greeks were cut 

off from salt water in some of the districts and wherever . 

this happened they seemed to be overcome by the native peo-
35 

pIes. 

So far we have traced the artistim interpretations 

of the age of Alexander, and/brief as our survey maybe, we 

should have no further doubts as to the extent and tenaCity 

of this wonderful civilization which was Greek in type and 

in character wherever it was found within the confines of 

Alexander. When we try to comprehend it through its artJ 

it claims no less of our admiration than it did of the TSst 

population that came under his power. 

35. Tarn, W.W., -; J.H.S., y:ol. ':'22,-pp •. 273-293~ 
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